**Booklist & Reader’s Advisory, February 2012**

Recently published architectural books and related works, selected by Barbara Opar, Architecture Librarian, Syracuse University Library.

NOTE: Links to purchasing information taken from Amazon.com or Michael Shamansky Bookeller(artbooks.com)

**Reader’s Advisory**

In a major and controversial decision the Supreme Court recently upheld the law that permits restoration of copyright protection to works formerly in the public domain. *Golan v. Holder* challenged a 1994 law enacted to align US copyright protection with international copyright regulations. The law applied chiefly to works first published outside of the US from 1923 to 1989 that had earlier not been protected under American law. The case was brought forward by orchestra conductors, instructors, and film archivists who rely extensively on the free use of musical scores, books, films, and art works that had previously been outside of copyright protection.

**Architects**


- [Bolles + Wilson](ISBN: 9788866130024)
- [Giancarlo de Carlo](ISBN: 9788866130031)
- [Zaha Hadid](ISBN: 9788866130017)
- [Alberto Kalach](ISBN: 9788866130048)


**Architectural Design**


**Architecture – Australia**


**Architecture – Canada**


**Architecture – France**


**Architecture – Great Britain**


**Architecture – India**


**Architecture – Italy**


**Architecture, Renaissance**


**Architecture and Art**


**Architecture and Literature**

Architecture and Society
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Construction and Technology

Historic Preservation


Interior Design

Landscape Architecture


Masterworks


Urban Design